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Abstract

Given the criticality and difficulty of reproduc-
ing machine learning experiments, there have
been significant efforts in reducing the vari-
ance of these results. The ability to consistently
reproduce results effectively strengthens the un-
derlying hypothesis of the work and should be
regarded as important as the novel aspect of the
research itself. The contribution of this work is
an open source framework that has the follow-
ing characteristics: a) facilitates reproducing
consistent results, b) allows hot-swapping fea-
tures and embeddings without further process-
ing and re-vectorizing the dataset, c) provides
a means of easily creating, training and evaluat-
ing natural language processing deep learning
models with little to no code changes, and d) is
freely available to the community.

1 Introduction

Consistently reproducing results is a fundamental
criterion of the scientific method, without which,
a hypothesis may be weakened or even invali-
dated (Arvan et al., 2022). Reproduction of results
becomes even more necessary as a growing number
of publications are inflated by false positives (Head
et al., 2015). Efforts to abate this trend include
introducing new statistical methods to detect false
findings (Ulrich and Miller, 2015).

The inability to reproduce results has been re-
ferred to as the “replication crisis” (Hutson, 2018).
The problem of reproducibility in results is becom-
ing more acknowledged as a serious issue in the ma-
chine learning (ML) community with efforts to un-
derstand and overcome the challenge (Rogers et al.,
2021; Drummond, 2018). Not only has the commu-
nity addressed the issue in the literature, it has en-
deavored to assess if experiments are reproducible
and provide recommendations to enhance repro-
ducibility as with the Reproducibility Challenge1.
To address these issues, we present DeepZensols,

1https://www.cs.mcgill.ca/.../ReproducibilityChallenge.html

a freely available2 deep learning (DL) framework
for NLP research by and for the academic research
community including citizen scientists, academic
researchers, and students. It has been used for re-
search projects(Landes et al., 2022, 2023) funded
by the National Institute of Health (NIH)3.

A key feature that sets DeepZensols apart from
others is a novel method to rapidly and easily swap
features sets and compare performance across mod-
els (see Section 2.4). Other systems must re-parse
and re-vectorize each mini-batch over each epoch.
While there exist similar frameworks to ours (Ning
et al., 2020; Falcon, 2019; Paszke et al., 2019; Al-
berti et al., 2018), none of these provides this batch
strategy, vectorization of natural language text fea-
tures and reproducibility of results across advanced
programming interfaces (APIs) and datasets in one
framework. Popular neural network (NN) architec-
tures are available out of the box and easily con-
figurable with little to no coding necessary (see
Section 2.2 for NLP specific framework details).

2 Library Design

DeepZensols is a combination of Python APIs built
on top of PyTorch that provide a means of easily
and quickly creating NLP task specific pipelines.
The framework’s source code and installable li-
braries are released under the MIT Open Source Li-
cense, and includes extensive and in depth overview
and API documentation, tutorials, Jupyter Note-
book examples and class diagrams for NLP refer-
ence models and datasets. The framework is vali-
dated with 381 unit tests and six integration tests,
which are automated using continuous integration.

2.1 Reproducibility

All random state, including utility libraries, scien-
tific libraries, PyTorch, and GPU state, is consistent

2https://github.com/plandes/deepnlp
3NIH award R01CA225446, MyPHA: Automatically gen-

erating personalized accounts of in-patient hospitalizations.
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Figure 1: Word embeddings concatenated to vectorized linguistic features, and then joined with vectorized document
features constructed using configuration with no coding.

across each run of the interpreter execution of the
model’s training, evaluation and testing when using
the framework. Results are consistent by saving
this random state when saving the model, then re-
trieving and resetting it before using the model.

The order of mini-batches, and their constituent
data can affect the model performance as an as-
pect of training or the results of validation and
testing (Pham et al., 2020). This performance in-
consistency is addressed by recording the order of
all data4 and tracking the training, validation and
test data splits. Not only are mini-batches given in
the same order, the ordering in each mini-batch is
also preserved. These dataset partitions and their
order are saved to the file system so the commu-
nity has the option of distributing it along with the
source code for later experiment duplication.

The framework also saves the configuration used
to recreate the same in-memory state along with
the model. This duplicates all train-time memory
model structures, parameters, and hyperparameters
during testing. For the framework’s reproducibility,
unit tests are executed for individual components
and integration tests by comparing the validation
and training loss across six data sets5. In addition,
this demonstrates to users of the framework how to
add their own components and tests.

2.2 NLP-Focused Abstractions and Features
The framework provides many APIs for natural
language tasks, including concatenation of vector-
ized language features to input embedding (see
Figure 1). Vectorization of contextual embed-
dings such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and non-

4Regardless of any given data pre-processing or shuffling.
5Data sets include the MNIST, Adult, Iris datasets and

those mentioned in Section 3.

contextual embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and
fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) are available.

The framework includes many layer implementa-
tions, which are compatible with the PyTorch API
as module classes. Examples of layers provided
include BiLSTM CRF, BERT transformer models,
1D convolution NN, word embedding layer for con-
catenating features (see Section 2.3), and TF/IDF
frequency weighting (Sparck Jones, 1972).

HuggingFace transformer layers are available
as embeddings, document, sentence and token fea-
tures. The framework also provides direct access
to these models’ data and utilizes it in a variety of
tasks such as text classification, token classification,
language generation, latent semantic analysis, etc.
A linguistic feature mapper that translates spaCy6

to wordpieces, which are token sub-units with asso-
ciated vectors (Wu et al., 2016), is also accessible
as an easy to configure module.

2.3 Vectorization

The DeepZensols framework allows for easily con-
figurable components that provide a higher level
abstraction that tokenizes, sentence chunks, and
vectorizes linguistic features. These vectorizers
have a class taxonomy based on data they vector-
ize so their output data can be automatically con-
structed in various off-the-shelf architectures. See
Section 2.2 for more information on NLP specific
feature generation.

2.4 Batching

We provide a novel method to vectorize and batch
data without wasteful pre-processing of feature and

6https://spacy.io
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Figure 2: Batch decoding “stitches” mini-batches to-
gether from files containing features for the current run.

embedding combinations. Other similar frame-
works pre-process data in an intermediate form
only once before training. However, this leads to a
brittle and difficult to reproduce dataset of ad-hoc
text processing scripts that are challenging to re-
execute, and thus, reproduce performance metrics.

Our framework addresses this with an organized
intermediate file scheme and partitioned feature set
so the input data is vectorized only once efficiently
using a multi-processing pipeline. The output for-
mat of this process allows for quick feature swap-
ping and hyperparameter tuning for re-training. It
leverages the fact that mini-batches are independent
and fit nicely as independent units of work by seg-
menting datasets into smaller chunks, vectorizing
each chunk in parallel sub-processes, and creating
batches independently across each sub processes.

This process by which data is written to the
file system in a format that is fast to reassem-
ble is called batch encoding and accomplished
by: a) split sentences and/or tokens into equal size
“chunks” units of work, b) parsing natural language
features from chunks across multiple processes,
and c) vectorizing each chunk as tensor data in
separate files by feature.

After batch encoding is complete, the model is
ready to be trained from data obtained from a batch
decoding step, which is accomplished by: a) choos-
ing a feature set for a training run, b) reassembling
features by mini-batch, c) decode each mini-batch
into a tensor (see Figure 2), and d) load, cache and
copy tensors to the GPU.

Reassembling mini-batches by feature greatly
reduces load time and memory space, which speeds

up model training (see Section 3) and ameliorates
issues of complex models. The train, validation and
test cycle is faster for other vectorized linguistic
data such as spaCy features as well.

2.5 Execution

The framework provides both a command line and
a Jupyter notebook interface to train, test and pre-
dict. A “glue” API is used to make a Python dat-
aclass7 class a dynamically generated command
line with help usage message documentation. A
set of default application classes are available with
the framework, but they can be extended to include
project specific workflows. The default application
set provides interactive early stopping or epoch
resetting during training.

Results are organized by each run and carry a
common file system structured named by either
what is provided in the configuration or by model
name. This directory structure contains the full
model with all configuration, the PyTorch model,
and results provided as human readable indented
text, JSON and binary formats.

3 Runtime Analysis

Runtime analysis was performed for parsing, fea-
ture vectorization (see Section 2.3), batching (see
Section 2.4), training and testing three different
types of models using a Nvidia TITAN RTX graph-
ics processor on an Intel 3.6GHz CPU using the
following criteria:

• Model: the model trained and evaluated.
• Batch: whether or not the mini-batches were

(re)created (see Section 2.4).
• GPU: whether or not the mini-batches were

cached in GPU memory.8

Since obtaining fast results allows for more ex-
perimentation with a variety of feature sets, em-
beddings, and NN architectures, our experiments
included several combinations of caching strate-
gies. Table 1 shows the latency to batch, retrain
and test the model for each dataset in the “Duration”
column. Experiments were rerun obtain the time
needed for training, validation and testing of each
model, then a second time using the precomputed
mini-batched data. The GPU caching option was
toggled across these experiments to find the CPU
to GPU latency for loading mini-batches.

7https://docs.python.org/3/library/dataclasses.html
8The framework offers GPU caching, CPU caching, and

iterative buffering of mini-batches.
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Data Model Duration Batch GPU Both

NER BERT 1:06:04 04:23 00:12 04:35
GloVe 34:08 04:19 05:41 10:00

Mov BERT 21:19 02:04 -00:26 01:38
GloVe 05:03 03:07 01:20 04:27

CB BERT 05:48 01:50 -00:01 01:49
GloVe 05:45 01:51 03:03 04:54

Table 1: Efficiency benchmarks showing the Named
Entity Recognition, Movie review sentiment, and
ClickBate datasets. The “Duration” column lists pro-
cessing latency with no batch or GPU caching in hours,
minutes and seconds. The “Batch” and “GPU” columns
have the caching speedup times in minutes and seconds.
The “Both” column is the speedup with both batch and
GPU caching are enabled.

The datasets used in the runtime analysis include
the CoNNL 2003 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meul-
der, 2003) for NER, the movie review corpus (Pang
and Lee, 2005; Socher et al., 2013) for sentiment,
and the clickbate corpus (Chakraborty et al., 2016)
for text classification.

The results show significant processing improve-
ments in all three datasets with the GloVe model
leading. This is likely due to how the static embed-
ding are not computed for each sentence (unlike
BERT). The NER dataset with the BERT model
was faster by 4.5 minutes and the GloVe model was
10 minutes faster (1.4X speedup). However, the
movie review sentiment dataset shows the best im-
provement (7.8X speedup) on the GloVe model.
This is primarily from the batch caching 2.6X
speedup, but benefited from a GPU 1.3X caching
speedup. We hypothesize that the GPU slowdowns
for the movie review and clickbate datasets are
potentially due to larger BERT (768D vs 300D
embeddings) mini-batches copied from the CPU.

4 Related Frameworks

Popular DL frameworks such as TensorFlow9 have
a dashboard that provides metrics, such as training
and validation loss. However, these general pur-
pose frameworks offer basic performance metrics
and do not provide a means of producing higher ab-
straction level NLP specific models. More specif-
ically, frameworks such as Keras, supply a very
coarse API allowing solely for cookie-cutter mod-
els. They lack the ability to easily create and evalu-
ate models past this surface interface.

Frameworks such as PyTorch10, which are more

9https://www.tensorflow.org
10https://pytorch.org

common in academia, provide a more straightfor-
ward simple API that is similar to the core Tensor-
Flow libraries, and thus have the same shortcom-
ings as a tool to bridge the gap between pure re-
search and reproducibility. Specifically, they do not
provide batching for accessible feature swapping
and ablation studies, or retention of ML algorithm
state necessary to reproduce results.

AllenNLP (Gardner et al., 2018) is a flexible
configuration driven framework that provides con-
struction of NLP NN architectures and is the closest
framework to ours. However, it does not have fast
feature swapping (see Section 2.4) and batch cre-
ation capability, and lacks most of the components
necessary to consistently reproduce results11.

Popular packages providing support for trans-
former architectures such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) include HuggingFace12. However, this
framework only provides transformer models for
contextual word embeddings.

5 Conclusion and Limitations

The DeepZensols framework is a viable solu-
tion to easily create NLP specific models with
APIs and analysis tools to produce consistent re-
sults. Such frameworks create the types of mod-
els that give confidence and legitimacy by pro-
viding a way to produce reliable reproducible re-
sults for researchers not familiar with deep learn-
ing tools, practitioners, medical personnel, stu-
dents, and those new to the field. Runtime analy-
sis shows the framework offers significant pro-
cessing time savings compared to systems that
do not provide feature caching with stable re-
sults, but not all HuggingFace pretrained mod-
els13 have been tested. The following have been
tested: BERT, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), Distil-
BERT (Sanh et al., 2019), Big Bird (Zaheer et al.,
2020), BioBERT (Lee et al., 2020), XML-R (Con-
neau et al., 2020), ClinicalBioBERT (Alsentzer
et al., 2019), and GatorTron (Yang et al., 2022)
have been tested. A planned future work is to inte-
grate the framework with TensorBoard14.
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11https://github.com/allenai/allennlp/issues/3100
12https://huggingface.co
13https://huggingface.co/models
14https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard
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